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Product Brief

Break-through Application
Development & Deployment Productivity
Simplify access the cloud whether developing or using application with
standard browsers. Consolidate data and applications creating
new applications – fast.

“ Developers and architects looking to build new applications in, and for the
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Build applications quickly that are
targeted to specific operational
business problems that incorporate
existing information from other apps
and databases. Choose your
database, web server, cloud or
on premise, and even the
Operating system. Everything
needed in one package.
• Significantly Improved Time to
Benefit.
• Maximum Flexibility means
investment protection.
• No additional tools needed.
• Significant cost reductions

cloud, or migrate existing applications to a cloud-based infrastruc-ture, partner
with Red Hat to develop and deliver more supportable solutions sooner. Red
Hat certiﬁcation assures a supportable platform for all types of customer
deployment models. Red Hat is thrilled to work with software partners like
Vacava resulting in the world’s largest open, and commercially
supportable application ecosystem.”
Mike Werner, Sr. Director, Global Technology Partners, Red Hat.

Executive Summary
Businesses worldwide are understanding the advantages of moving application workload to the cloud
– whether public or on premise - to gain flexibility in deployment and scalability options, and in
many cases reduce costs. The challenge is how your current business applications evolve or change
to take advantage of the cloud. RapidBIZ is designed from the bottom up to both develop and deliver
line of business applications in the cloud without needing to learn a new language.
RapidBIZ combined with Red Hat and OpenShift allows you to maximize the advantages the cloud promises
by providing a robust, yet easy to use certified development and deployment environment.

Product Proﬁle
RapidBIZ™ is a simple to use, integrated cloud development, and delivery hosting environment
that enables significant productivity and cost advantages. It enables IT organizations to increase
development productivity, speed of delivery, and application quality with time to benefit
improvements as high as 80% over traditional development methods. It is a complete cloud
development, delivery and hosting environment leveraging Docker containers, Kubernetes and
OpenShift to maximize ease of deployment, and enterprise scalability and management of applications.
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Time to Benefit
Build applications quickly targeted to specific operational business problems that incorporate
existing information from other sources.
Flexibility in Deployment
Choose your database, web server, cloud or on premise, and even the Operating system.
No Additional Tools or Software Needed
RapidBIZ has all the development tools needed to develop, deliver and manage applications.
Reduce the Cost of Applications
Significantly less to develop applications mean significantly lower cost.
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"I don’t really know much about
RapidBIZ except to say I know it’s
the development environment
that delivers an important part of
the solutions we use to ensure
we respond to the academic
needs of our students quickly.
Request for enhancements to
our applications are normally
addressed and deployed for our
use within a day – sometimes
within hours of the request. So,
we can confidently recommend
RapidBIZ to any organization
that delivers application
solutions to their customers –
you’ll make them extremely
happy."
Jeffrey Erickson, Principal,
Minnetonka High School
About Red Hat
Red Hat is the world’s leading
provider of enterprise open
source software solutions, using
a community-powered approach
to deliver reliable and highperforming Linux, hybrid cloud,
container, and Kubernetes
technologies.
Red Hat helps customers integrate
new and existing IT applications,
develop cloud-native applications,
standardize on our industryleading operating system, and
automate, secure, and manage
complex environments. Awardwinning support, training, and
consulting services make Red
Hat a trusted adviser to the
Fortune 500. As a strategic
partner to cloud providers, system
integrators, application vendors,
customers, and open source
communities, Red Hat can help
organizations prepare for the
digital future.
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Use Cases
• Modernize Old Processes and Applications while leveraging existing application code and data.
• Build New Micro Server Apps quickly – targeted to specific processes taking advantage
of existing information.
• Build new or extend enterprise applications protecting the investment through the flexibility
RapidBIZ provides.

“Based on our experience with RapidBIZ, the prebuilt components & features,
along with legacy code integration is minimizing the need to write new code and
accelerating our development efforts. We are looking forward to expanding our
use of RapidBIZ to additional new projects.”
Jonathan Craig Parkes, Senior EVP, Silverlake Symmetri

About VACAVA
VACAVA has been developing and delivering custom applications to customers large and small with
RapidBIZ for over ten years. RapidBIZ was developed by business application developers focused
on making their job faster and more efficient by reducing the amount of code they had to write and test.
Having partnered with Red Hat and IBM, VACAVA is now making RapidBIZ available so all businesses can
benefit from its break through capabilities. Developers who use RapidBIZ, will have excited and happy
customers.

Learn More
Company: Vacava
Contact: info@vacava.com
Website: https://www.vacava.com/
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RapidBIZ is a Red Hat certiﬁed container and is
available for customer download from the Red Hat certiﬁed container registry.
https://access.redhat.com/containers/#/vendor/Vacava
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